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Jacobsen and Taylor 2:03-2:12
Network Monitor

This project will provide a graphic window-based monitor for the ethernet. It shows
graphs of the total number of packets per second, as well as splitting the packets into
groups. The groups can be by length, source, destination, or packet protocol.

Ross and Steele 2:12-2:21
Mac news reader

An NNTP based news reader for the Macintosh. Or MacRn. Or WindowReader.
Or NewsCruise. Or NewsGroup-Soup (like the Mac “talk” program, AppleJam) by the
Punchy and Judy troupe. [Ed: Heavily edited version of description submitted by Steele.]

Markas 2:21-2:26
Distributed Fault Simulation

Fault Simulation is used to determine the testability of given digital circuits. The
fault simulators detect the faults that are detected from a particular test pattern in a given
circuit. In the most commercially available simulators the above procedure is accomplished
by injecting faults in the circuit and comparing the fault-free response of the circuit with
the response under the presence of a fault. If the responses differ, then the particular fault
is detected by the simulated pattern. In practical circuits the number of the faults can be
extremely large making the fault simulation a time consuming process.

The purpose of this project will be to execute fault simulation in a homogeneous
distributed environment. A number of server workstations, running in 4.3 BSD UNIX
will be responsible of simulating disjoint sets of faults using identical test patterns, and
reporting the results back to master process. Issues for balancing uniformly the workload
in the available workstations, as well as reliability issues will be addressed.

Kelley, Owen, and Scheviak 2:26-2:38
A Sample Implementation of UDP/IP in User Space

We have implemented the UDP and IP protocols as a user process in order to further
our understanding of the protocols and to experiment with the performance implications
of changes to the various levels of the code.

Good, Rheingans, and Tebbs 2:38-2:50
RUSH - an enhanced RSH

Rush is an enhanced version of the rsh unix system utility. It sets up the user’s envi-
ronment and working directory on the remote machine to match the current environment
and directory on the host. It also creates a psuedo-tty driver for the remote process so
that it will work correctly with full screen programs such as emacs or vi. Another feature
of rush is to select the best machine to execute the remote process on. Rush can respect
the rights of private workstation owners. Using information from a configuration file it will
restrict access to certain machines during certain hours or when a certain user is logged
on. Rush then chooses the available machine with the lowest load-average.


